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Lifelong Learning 

Lifelong Doing 

Lifelong Friendship 

Recognizing a Job Well Done 

As we transition to a new 
academic year in the Fall and new 
leadership for ESCOM I felt it 
was important to take a moment 
to offer our thanks and gratitude 
to our outgoing, not to mention 
outstanding, President, Luanne 
Mullin. I am sure that when 
Luanne stepped into the 
Presidential Shoes, she had no idea 
she would be guiding this 
organization through these 
strange times of pandemic, loss of 
funding and financial uncertainty, 
college reorganization and now, 
war in Europe.   

Through it all, where others 
might have retreated, Luanne 
stepped up time and time again to 
make ESCOM the best 
organization for active adult 
learners in Marin.  Once it became 
clear in March of 2020  

that the campus was closing and 
ESCOM would exist only in 
cyberworld, Luanne quickly 
moved the majority of our 
Council meetings online.  She also 
laid the groundwork for engaging 
and innovative Club meetings and 
Programs.  We didn’t have to 
move from our homes or worry 
about parking spaces in the COM 
parking lots or COVID.  We 
simply had to click that little link 
and, as with the magical words 
“Open sesame,” be transported to 
Ali Baba’s cave and a world of 
connection, friendships and 
learning. 

And hats off to you ESCOM 
members who demonstrated the 
true value of Lifelong Learning by 
tackling new technological Well 
done!  

Thank you, Luanne for your 
steady guidance, constant positive 
approach during difficult times 
and the gift of your vision and 
amazing organizational abilities. 

On a final note, I’d like to also 
offer my gratitude to all ESCOM 
volunteers including Committees, 
the Council and Executive 
Committee, Website Manager, 
the Editors and contributors to 
the Journal, Club News, and 
ESCOM Events, the Task Force 
and Think Tank members, and 
our Communications Group and 
tech wizards who keep our Web 
communications and everything 
else ESCOM running seamlessly. 
Bravo! 

Anne Pearson, 

Former President 

 Photo: “Reflection,” Harvey Abernathey 
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Mother’s Day 

1.  

On a white sky morning high fog  

sends down a fine mist veiling 

her sun streaked hair, like a mantilla.  

 

Top down, pedal to the metal, she pilots  

the butter yellow Pontiac over steep  

Scott Street hills to Cow Hollow— 

radio tuned to KJAZZ; she and June Christy  

harmonizing That Old Devil Moon.  

  

Mid-morning sun vacuums the mist, 

bluing the sky, as she teaches me  

to drive on the road that runs from  

the yacht club to the old lighthouse  

at the far end of Marina Green. 

2.   

On a gray sky morning  

gunmetal clouds hang heavy over Cow Hollow. 

Daddy, behind the wheel of his Buick sedan, 

leads the cortege, tailing the hearse, 

from the pretty church on Green Street 

‘cross town to the beach and Great Highway. 

 

In sync we think of her bedded down at fifty-one  

in the timeless silence of a cherry wood casket 

—passenger in alien transport  

motoring to Colma at twelve miles an hour.      

                              --lynn arias bornstein 

 

 

PLEASE JOIN US! 

 

2022 Spring General Membership Meeting  

Saturday, May 21, 2022 

11 am to 1 pm 

ESCOM Center, Student Services Building 

College of Marin Kentfield Campus 

 

Food, Drink, Speakers 

Free Parking on Campus 

PLEASE RSVP NO LATER THAN MAY 14 

https://lp.constantcontactpages.com/sv/S5x47Qz 

 

 

 

 

                                 Santa Venetia Marsh, Sunset, Marilyn Bagshaw 
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IN MEMORIAM 

Loretta volunteered for every Emeritus party to greet 
and keep a record of everyone who attended. 
 
As a desk volunteer she took on the task of recording 
memberships. She kept track and sent out thank-you’s 
and membership reminders of dues. Her records were 
all done meticulously and beautifully by hand. No 
computers, but a classic Rolodex filled with hundreds 
of names! I treasure those years I got to spend with 
her. Loretta was a gift to all in our Emeritus Family. 
 

 -- Marian Mermel  
 

She and her husband Larry have been active in 
ESCOM for many years.   Barbara passed away 
peacefully, with her family at her side, on April 19. 

No one could work a room like Barbara. Between her 
innate friendliness, gregarious nature, and decades-
long career in sales, Barbara was ESCOM’s de facto 
ambassador at large.  At any event, Barbara would 
reach every corner of the room -- welcoming new 
participants, catching up with current members and 
making everyone feel welcome and included. She 
could remember details about everyone’s lives, 
families and careers, and was always ready to make 
introductions and referrals. 
 
Barbara is survived by her husband Larry, and 
children Brent and Barri.  We will miss Barbara and 
her lovely spirit and energy. 

 
A Celebration of Barbara’s life was held at Temple 
Rodef Sholom on April 29. 
 

 

 
Loretta Wolf  
 

Loretta was one of the 
kindest and most dedicated 
Emeritus volunteers I had 
the pleasure to work with. 
She always had a lovely 
smile to greet you and was 
always there to offer help 
with whatever was needed.  

 

Barbara Babow  
 
 
A native of San Antonio, 
TX, Barbara was a 
resident of Marin 
County for over 60 
years, and a member of 
ESCOM for over a 
decade. 
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The Milkman 

 
To the man who rises before dawn 
dressing in the dark 
donning a crisp white shirt 
with embroidered nametag, Mike 
 
Leaving a warm bed and rumpled sheets 
walking out under a witch hook moon 
and fading Milky Way, into the morning chill 
 
His loyal truck that was once a horse awaits 
filled with crates of thick glass bottles of milk 
in wire wooden boxes ready for delivery 
 
His first stop is the house on Laird Avenue 
Past neatly mowed lawns and sprinklers 
Lined with beech and oak trees 
 
He is careful not to get wet 
as he slips past the heavily  
fragrant lilac bushes, zinnias 
and snapdragons a bit too riotous 
this early in the day 
 
He knows to deliver at the back door 
past the weeping willow and the big 
pink Pontiac parked in the driveway 
 
This was Nana Taylor’s house 
from Front Royal, Virginia 
she always ordered butter and cream too 
now Nana slept alone in the canopy bed 
on white ironed sheets in the back bedroom 
 
After grandpa died  
she left his room untouched 
the green-striped chenille bedspread 
and the ceramic ashtray  
next to the old black and white TV 
 
Sometimes, after school, on hot summer nights 
I stayed over and slept on the cot 
in the cool basement next to the laundry room 
that smelled like mint cologne 

 
I saw the milkman’s heavy black leather shoes 
as he walked past my window 
and imagined what it would be like if I invited him in 
on one of those cool dawns before  
larks broke the stillness 
 
I’d unbutton that perfectly pressed white shirt 
and ask for a cold glass of milk 
 

                                                 --Marcia Smith 

 

First the Cherries 

The cherries are in bloom  

Karen tells her mother 

Whose mind has journeyed 

To another plane 

 

First the cherries,  

Then the peaches 

Then the apples  

Answers Mary  

 

The cherries transport Mary 

Back to the Colorado 

Fruit farm seventy years ago 

 

Among the redolent blossoms 

Cherry pink and apple white 

Mary’s memory is clear 

Fragrances sweet  

She is safe. 

                           -- Barbara McDonald      
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Getting it off my Chest 

The note was from Kaiser: You’re overdue for your mammogram. 
Your last mammogram: 2018.   

The rest was Kaiser-speak. The importance of mammograms, 
how to schedule, etc. I only read the first sentence.  2018?  No 
way.  I paused, recalling my last visit to the steam-roller 
torture machine in the mammography lab in Novato. 2018? 
No way it was that long ago!   

Then I remembered that we all spent 2020 in thinly-veiled 
unconsciousness.  A year without the normal cues and 
reminders of life, like a year in suspended animation.  (Handy 
if I was an astronaut traveling to Mars, but not great for 
remembering to schedule annual preventative medical exams.) 

They were right; it had been nearly three years since my last 
mammo. 

I made the appointment for a routine mammogram, then 
decided to do some re-con work on my own.  I’m a Nurse 
Practitioner. I’ve taught countless women about breast self-
exams. Like a training video set on “repeat”, I delivered 
instructions about breast health, routine exams, monthly self-
inspections, all while knowing I rarely checked my own 
breasts.   

I was a sham, a humbug. A flim-flam preacher with a 
gambling habit and a pampered mistress. 

“Breast self-exam is a health-maintenance priority,” I’d say.  
“You can be the one to find the tumor when the malignant 
cells are just a bunch of brooding, juvenile delinquents.  
Instead of waiting until they age, form a gang, go looking for 
trouble…”  

I’d instruct and lecture and demonstrate proper technique, 
performing the manual task on my patients that I never did on 
myself.  Do as I say, not as I do. 

In my defense, my breasts are naturally lumpy.  We in the 
trade call the condition “fibrocystic.”  Doing my own breast 
exams felt like squeezing a bag of grapes.  All those lumps! So 
scary!  Why bother?  Easier to let technology do the heavy 
lifting.  So, every year I’d get that mammo, then receive the 
follow-up letter (I’m paraphrasing here): “All is fine…move 
along folks, nothing to see here…just a bunch of grapey 
lumps…”   

Every year. Until it wasn’t every year. Not even every-other 
year.  Almost three years had passed since my last exam and 
more than that since I’d performed any breast self-exam on 
myself.  So, I did.  And as my fingers slid past the grapes they 
found an almond. 

 

 

When I was 27, I was a San Francisco Paramedic.  Of 
course I remember the “big” calls—calls that would do 
justice to any glossy, overwrought television series.  The 
Shootings!  The Stabbings!  The drama of a MUNI bus that 
had been driven into a building!  Lights.  Chaos.  Action. 

But there’s another call that’s stuck with me over 40 years.  
In my memory the call happens in a silence so profound, it’s 
like we’re a troupe of mimes. 

It’s a dreary afternoon in the summer fog of the Sunset 
District, a sleepy, code-2 medical evaluation.  My partner 
and I are led to the patient.  She’s sitting in an overstuffed 
chair in the living room of a tidy Sunset District home, the 
kind we called a “junior five.”  Four or five tense family 
members share the room with us. One young woman 
speaks.  Her voice provides the only sounds I remember 
from the encounter:  “She’s afraid to go to the doctor.” 

I get busy evaluating.  I approach the patient.  She’s a large 
woman, African-American, late forties and fills her chair 
from arm-rest to arm-rest.  She won’t look at me, won’t 
speak.  I start anyway.  As I introduce myself, I gently place 
my hand on her shoulder.   

I have to exert real strength and empathy not to whip my 
hand away. 

I can feel her breast tumor extruding all the way to the 
hard knob of her shoulder.  It’s stiff and solid.  Her skin is 
marbled like a slab of meat.  A tangle of dark, spindly veins 
stretches out of it and up her neck like a search party 
expanding its perimeter. The enormous tumor inhabits her 
whole left breast. I’m as speechless as the rest of this poor 
woman’s family. 

Now it is 2021.  Now it is me.   

Me and the hard-rock reality of my own breast tumor and 
suddenly I’m back at that ambulance call, remembering that 
patient: stoic, staring, hopeless and terrified in her Sunset 
District home that’s as quiet as a funeral parlor.  I surprise 
myself by actually remembering another sound from that 
day: fog-drenched eucalyptus leaves blowing against her 
front picture-window, slapping like little knives. And after 
40 years I finally understand her fear.  

A year has gone by since my surgery and though I’m not 
completely out of the woods, I’m one of the lucky ones.  
And every step of the way my providers congratulate me 
for finding the tumor early.  For doing my own breast self-
exam.  For finally following my own advice.   

                                                        -- Denise Lewis 
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Dickie 

When I worked for Animal Control in San Francisco we in 
Field Services stayed busy. In addition to stray dogs, we 
handled aggressive dogs, animals hit-by-car, rescued cats 
stuck in car engines, birds trapped in chimneys, dogs whose 
owners were arrested, Doberman Pinschers who prevented 
ambulances from attending their injured owners. The 
Health Department and Fire Department would call, 
requesting an “ETA”, meaning “drop everything and get 
here now.”  I could spend all eight hours responding to radio 
calls, working into a rhythm, exceeding the speed limit with 
conviction, ready to look in the eye any cop who dared stop 
me for speeding, and let him know, “you’re gonna’ need me 
sooner or later.”  

But the job had another side. Complaints. That’s where the 
public calls the front office about someone who’s done an 
animal wrong. Then we investigated.  People beat their 
dogs. Killed neighbors’ cats. Shot BBs at pigeons.   

An officer had to visit the address as many times as it took 
to interview the subject of the complaint, write it up, get it 
signed by a supervisor, and file it. I would rather rescue a 
boa constrictor from behind a car’s dashboard and set him 
up in a terrarium. And I don’t like snakes.  

One complaint down in the Tenderloin was about a guy 
with a shopping cart.  ”Use Caution,”  the complaint noted. 
He had an injured pigeon in the cart, wouldn’t let it go.   

I found him on Eddy St. Name was Dickie. Red hair, 
powerful build, loud checkered blazer. Out of place in the 
tableaux, but perfectly part of it. He stepped along, shopping 
cart riding ahead of his big mitts, as if there were no bums 
or thugs on the street, of which there were plenty.  Like a 
shark attended by pilot fish, he was followed by three or four 
people. With him, they seemed immune to danger. 
Protected. Anything can happen in the Tenderloin, anytime.  

I 10-7’d on the radio to give Dispatch my location, reread 
the complaint, and stuck the wooden baton in my belt 
holder. You just never know.  

Walking up to him I saw the street people smirking as if I 
were about to do something dangerous, and they couldn’t 
wait. 

He was tightly-wound, I’ll say that. The whites of his eyes 
showed, and he was red faced. He looked like he could snap 
any time -- he looked like he DID snap frequently. I was real 
careful when I introduced myself and explained why I came 
to see him. He said the pigeon was hurt, he’d take care of it 
till it was well.  I told him the law prohibited possession of 
wildlife, and I needed to take 

 

the pigeon with me to a veterinarian. Luckily, he agreed. I 
thanked him, and we shook hands. 

I brought the pigeon to Animal Control’s veterinarian. She 
pronounced it untreatable and euthanized it. She was right, 
but I still felt like I deceived Dickie.  

Months later I was again doing complaints in the “Loin.” 
This one was for a woman who had a “spastic kitten that 
needed to see a vet.” Homeless, she was said to live between 
two buildings. I was walking around looking for her camp 
when a big old guy in a long coat tottered up and asked me 
what I was “looking for, officer?” I almost ignored him, but a 
spark of humanity had me tell him about the complaint. “Oh, 
you mean Vicky! I’ll show you.” 

So, around the corner we went, the trudging hobo, and me 
with my baton always on my belt, because you just never 
know, and between two buildings, down an alley with 
dumpsters, there’s a little camp. It’s neat and cozy, double-
thick cardboard bed, sleeping bags, covered by a queen-sized 
blanket. Vicky’s there, and the kitten, which has some 
neurological condition, and also paperwork from a vet 
showing she’s had it examined and vaccinated like any good 
cat owner. I’m satisfied this homeless woman is providing 
adequate care, or more, for her cat.  

 “Me and Dickie are gonna’ take good care of this baby, 
sure,” she says.  

“Dickie?” I say, looking over at the shambling guy in the 
coat. “That’s Dickie??”  

“Yeah,” she says, “he was in a fight and got hit in the head 
with a golf club.” I looked at the guy smiling shyly back at 
me, finally recognizing Dickie, who would never be the 

same, but would maybe, always stick up for the little guy. 

                                                  -- Mike Holland 
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Sunflowers 

A Lament for Ukraine 

The sunflowers will not bloom this year 

the earth is covered with rubble spilling over 

from ruined buildings where gardeners lived 

who tilled the soil and planted the seeds  

that will not grow this year. 

 

Among the twisted metal are rakes and hoes 

straw hats to protect against the sun 

obscured now by smoke  

watering cans stand empty 

no flowers will be watered this year. 

 

There will be no cooking with the oil this Lent 

presses lie buried and stoves are cold 

sitting in abandoned kitchens 

the cooks have fled  

leaving their aprons and pots half full. 

 

No garlands will be worn or made  

to circle small child heads in celebration 

of summertime’s freedom to play 

random toys lie scattered 

dropped in hurried departures. 

 

No time for funerals or burial  

with family weeping and throwing flowers 

mournfully on the grave. 

 

 

those remaining try to respectfully inter 

the many dead who could not escape. 

 

Those surviving gone, looking for a safe place 

carrying nothing but memories of a better time 

perhaps hoping that in some distant protected field  

seeds are sprouting and in a small patch of the 
homeland 

this summer sunflowers will bloom. 

                                                   --Anne Mulvaney 

 

                                                                            Tom Gannon 
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Does Anyone Know of a Manual? 

Everywhere I’ve gone over the past few months, I’ve 
asked about a manual.  

“What kind of manual?” 

“A manual about living with an 83 year old man.” 

There are manuals for pre-natal care, for babies, for 
adolescents working mothers, women seeking 
fulfillment, for those seeking to age gracefully and for 
everyone needing to cope with the death of a loved 
one. But nowhere is there a manual, which can help 
someone with and 83 year- old spouse. 

Each and every person I asked suggested I write one. 
The market is out there but I am just too close to the 
problem.  

Last week I took my husband to the doctor as he had 
been living with pain in his back (Mr. T, not the 
doctor). The doctor responded with four shots in the 
back, and after a rather brief period of time, asked Mr. 
T to walk up and down the recovery room to see if the 
pain had lessened. 

At this point I was called in. Mr. T was standing 
there, cell phone in hand, stomping up and down, 
every hair (or what is left of it) standing straight up. 
He was attempting to reach the manager of the local 
Safeway as he had lost his Visa card. This was twice in 
two days!  

The doctor was standing by patiently, arms crossed, 
waiting for his patient to settle down. “Is your pain 
any better,” he asked. 

“No, no, it’s not.” My husband was very disgruntled 
and annoyed that the doctor had not been successful. 
“The shots did not help at all.” 

“Well,” said the doctor, cheerfully. “I have learned so 
much. I know where exactly to put the next shot.” 

My husband’s expression suggested where he thought 
the doctor should put the next shot. He emerged from 
the recovery room looking exactly like Walter 
Matthau in Two Grumpy Old Men. However, in no 
way do I resemble Sophia Loren and I left the room. 

 

The nurses in their pristine white uniforms attempted 
to straighten my husband’s clothing, waved him off. 
“We’ll see you soon,” they said. 

“I don’t like that doctor,” my husband told me. 

“I don’t care,’ I said. “We’re going back. The doctor 
said he knows where to put the next shot.” 

“Ha! I’ll tell him where to put the next shot.” 

We headed down 101 toward Safeway, my husband 
yelling about my driving the whole way. 

“And you have adopted all the habits of an 83-year-old 
man,” I yelled back. 

“How do you know what the habits of an 83 year old 
man are?” 

“I read a lot,” I lied. 

He continued to fuss all the way to the store. 

“Why are you always complaining about the way I 
drive,” I asked when I got the chance. 

“You’re always complaining about the way I drive,” he 
said. 

“That’s the wife’s role in life, I said. 

We have an appointment with the back doctor in two 
weeks. My husband got his Visa card back and, oh, yes, 
if anyone knows if there is a manual out there, please 
don’t keep it a secret. 

                       -- Iris Tandler (Posthumously) 

 

                      “Paul Milholland and Friends,” Laura Milholland 
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Grief Group 

 

I liked a few of the sad attendees, all of 
us having lost our spouses.  Janet was 
my favorite—a small Japanese-American 
kindergarten teacher who wore delicate 
pastel-colored sweaters she had knitted 
herself.  She had a way of wisdom, of 
gesturing elegantly as she spoke of her 
dead husband and loving her grandchild.  
She wanted to be an example of good 
grieving.  She wanted to teach her small 
kindergarten charges that they could 
witness her tears. That they could watch 
her cry without responsibility for her 
sorrow, and that adults have private pain 
for which children need not seek an 
answer.  Just watch me.  I will cry and 
then I will stop crying and we will color 
a beautiful picture with blues and pinks 
and pale, pale greens, the color of new 
leaves in February. 
 
Janet wanted me to stay in the group, so 
I stayed. In spite of the new-ageish 
leader who read “inspirational” drivel 
before each session.  Our leader, dressed 
in expensive trendy clothes from 
catalogs such as TravelSmith and the 
place in Maine who’s name I can't 
remember. Our leader made me tired 
with her subdued voice full of pseudo 
sympathy. Our leader admitted she’d 
never experienced a serious loss.  Janet 
should have been our leader.  Janet was 
my leader.  I learned about courage and 
stamina and forgiveness from Janet.  
Why should it be so horribly hard to 
forgive one’s beloved spouse for being 
dead? 
 
                                  --Susan Mines 

 

 
Morbid Tears for the Challenging Viruses 

 
Animals too abundant as vegetarians try to rule, 
Viruses are jealous they need animal fools. 
Viruses disappeared 
For years, 
A treat 
For saving our body’s meat 
As for animal justice 
The same is needed for viruses. 
If the viruses can’t be here  
They want animal deaths to cause tears, 
So we can’t blame animals when humans are notorious fools 
A carved, rocky rule. 
                                                  -- Karen Arnold 
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Something From Nothing 

 
What do you say 
When there’s  
Nothing to say? 
 
What do you do 
When there’s  
Nothing to do? 
 
Where do you go 
When there’s  
Nowhere to go? 
 
At the end of the day 
With nothing to say 
Nothing to do 
 
And nowhere to go 
How will you cope? 
Will you find hope? 
 
Reach out to another 
Be a good brother 
One candle lights the other 
 
                                  —Al Smorra 

 

I, Raisin 

I am a mottled mini morsel, a modest major snackable.                       

I’ve emanated from the grape, but unlike a nut not crackable. 

I’ve appeared in stews and pies and sweet cookies irresistible 

From Madison to Kathmandu to applause hyperinsistible.   

 

I am absolutely mindful some do think me most contemptible—   

I understand reactions though I find these indefensible. 

About not liking broccoli, I am absolutely not confused, 

And mournful moans at mushrooms must be explicitly excused.   

 

I teem with iron and selenium, potassium and zinc, 

And that I hamper cancer should be enough, you’d think. 

My polyphenol antioxidants may prevent yon cataracts. 

I fiercely fight free radicals and anemia attacks. 

 

I’ve red and green and black and gold saporous varieties, 

And my plentitude of fiber can confound bathroom anxieties. 

For me to rave about my raisin-ness may seem to you unsuitable, 

But now you know the facts, my friend, my value’s indisputable. 

 

So, in matters snacks and additives, culinary and nutritional, 

I’m indubitably the measure of a modern major miracle. 

 

                                                            --Patricia A. Wright 

 

NEWT LOVE:  Boy(s) meet girl. Boy rubs chin on girl’s nose. Girl follows 
pheromones to boy’s bed of fertilization to lay her eggs. 

                                                                                 Photo: Harvey Abernathey 

                                           Elaine Thornton 
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Untitled 

 
 
There is a crack in everything. That’s how the light gets 
in. 

- Leonard Cohen 
 
 
If sunflower seeds could heal all wounds 
if poems could make us grow 
I’d spread both seeds o’er all the world 
and prevent war just so 
 
I’d shine the light of poetry on every violent act 
and that would melt each bullet fired until we made a 
pact 
to grow the peace with sunflowers tall 
and never kill again 
to mend all scars with justice served 
so love may flourish – amen 
 
 
                                             --Louise Potter Yost 
 

Don’t Wait 

I have always listened to music especially while driving, which 
I have done a lot of in my lifetime. Ballads were the preference 
on the radio because I had some chance of understanding the 
words. Many of the sections I could clearly hear were the 
chorus but there were a few songs where I could hear the 
story. It was Rod Stewart that triggered this thought with: 
“Have I told you lately that I love you.” I sat and cried as I 
parked the car and that song blazed on the radio. No, I had not 
told her lately that I loved her. I had said it before in the past, 
at times it may have been lust more than love, but there were 
other times when it was a special moment. As we grew older 
the intimate moments lessened but the love grew. The 
camaraderie made us more like one than just the boy and girl 
living together. That camaraderie though led us to take each 
other for granted as if we would be together forever. I should 
have told her more that I loved her before she was suddenly 
gone. 

Our initial attraction was thought to be physical but there was 
something unique about our mutual connection. We looked at 
each other as if we were soul mates rather than just two young 
people who were physically attracted to each other. I could 
just watch her walk and be enthralled. We could kiss and it 
was sexual since we were attractive young people, but we 
always ended up in a long embrace that brought us peace and 
tranquility. The moments after were always better and more 
meaningful than the lust before.  

The house is filled with items that trigger memories. I cannot 
bring myself to throw out the items since that would mean 
that I am throwing away memories. I am not sitting around 

looking at those items because I am not lamenting myself into 
a state of depression. I do have things to do, places to go, 
people to see. I would like to remind you though that time is 
fleeting so do not waste it. If I bring someone in to share my 
living space, I will have to box some of those items, but I told 
my son he will have to throw them away. Reviewing and 
tossing some of those items I am sure will trigger some of his 
memories but hopefully they will be less troublesome than 
mine. 

Nostalgia is the word that best describes the feelings that I am 
trying to convey. From the Cambridge Dictionary comes the 
definition that I embrace: “a feeling of pleasure and also slight 
sadness when you think about things that happened in the 
past.” 

 

 

 

The song from the first paragraph was just one of many 
triggers. Marks on the wall, similar situations, items still 
around, knickknacks with a variety of happy faces, photos 
on the wall, etc.  

Albums are hard things to look at since the time involved 
can quickly lead to depression and that is the last thing that 
I want those wonderful memories to trigger. As time goes 
by the sadness lessens but the nostalgia increases which is a 
good thing because the nostalgia triggers happy memories 
that sometimes bring a tear your eyes along with a smile to 
your face. 

Don’t wait is the lesson to be learned. Take a minute to 
preserve the moment, a hug, a kiss, a word, a gesture, a 
notation, a photo, etc. are all immediate memorialization of 
a moment that should be remembered. You and your 
partner are likely going to space your departure and luckily 
and somewhat sadly I am probably better equipped to be 
the one that survived for however long. A survivor though 
needs those happy moments to remember so it is up to you 
to memorialize them while you can. 

                                         -- Bernie Cookson 
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